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Upcoming Change to Dorm Living
Draws Comments From Landladies

Local Police Apprehend Trio
In

by Barb Homce
As time moves the new men's dormitories from the 'realm
of future plans into the realm of reality, and the
ideal draws closer, one question becomes
evident: How will the move to the campus affect the land
us"

ladies who have been housing
Wooster men for years?
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Police Chief Kenneth Walters
said Tuesday that the motorist
dropped his plan to press charges
in lieu of a promise by College
authorities that the students would
be disciplined by Galpin. Assistant

mj

will take place Saturday at 10:00 a.m.

Hearne Reviews "Skin Of Our Teeth"

Dr. Robert Goheen

i
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three-levele-

when

after
Beall

Dean of Men Howard King, while
not revealing the extent of the
penalty for publication, noted that
appropriate steps had been taken
to punish the offenders.
No Jaywalking
The import of this incident was
not felt until early this week when
Chief Walters indicated to the
press that police suspicions were
now confirmed that the prior attacks upon College students
weren't "a one-wastreet." He
stated that "there was motivation
for the present uprising (of attacks) and suspicions have been
in part fulfilled."
y

In the face of this revised attitude taken by the police, Mr.
King has issued a warning to students concerning the new crosswalks painted on Beall Avenue recently. He stated that patrolmen
may stop jaywalking students who
do not cross the street at these
crosswalks in an effort to crack
down on collegians.

Even certain faculty participants
seemed in their element at the
Atlantic City convention of Mammals.

More Patrolmen
Another aspect of the situation

In spite of the lively opening was closed Tuesday morning when
Gordon Gant, a resiacts, the play lagged towards the
end. The effervescence faded, cues dent of Wooster, was convicted on
disorderly conduct charges and
were dropped, and the delicious
fined $25 plus costs for the shovirony evaporated into sentimental
moralizing. Wilder himself i s ing incident on Beall Avenue repartly to blame here; the tone of ported in last week's Voice.
the third act is inconsistent with
The College announced Tuesday
Rich performances dot the large the rest of the play.
that three auxiliary security ofsupporting cast. Frank Gilbuena's
The sets zanily indicated a ficers have been hired to patrol
announcements and world at "sixes and sevens," the the campus on irregular schedules.
Walt Hopkins' harried stage direc- blocking was both smooth and They will be paid by the College,
tions are the products of accomp- meaningful, and the 1 lighting but have full powers of arrest and
lished acting. Almost all of the worked to expand the physical may enter the private property
shorter parts were handled well. limitations of the theater.
of the College.
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First Westminster Church House
in

92 Years Nears Completion
by Jerry Meyer

The first centennial year addition to the campus a new Westminster Church House
should be completed in early June and ready for use by the first of September.
The church house will provide space for church offices, including the pastor's office
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fireplace can be used for small reby the College and will be leased ing campaign "a testimony to the
ceptions or for student meetings. A
dedication of these people," esseminar room will be available for to Westminster Church in a
50-ye-

meetings of the church board or
for student study groups.
A large fellowship hall will provide meeting facilities for 400 or
dining facilities for 300 when
served by a kitchen installed near
the hall. Space on the bottom level
of the building may be furnished
in the future for the Campus Christian Association. There will also
be rooms designated for church
school and nursery, as well as a
landscaped and paved garden ter-

ar

renewable contract.

pecially since the church house
will be used as much by students
The base cost of the building as by the older members of the

$300,000

race.
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Library Architects

The architects for the building
V "
were the same firm who designed
I
the Andrews Library Shaffer,
Flynn, and Associates. However,
.....
....
the impression given by its archi-tectufeatures is quite different
'j
......
from that of the library. Among
RESURRECTED LIVINGSTON?
This north-ea- st
these features is split-leve- l
view of the
design,
new Westminster Church House shows the progress of cui
in which the pastor's office is raised
rent construction on the campus building.
one-hal- f
floor above the main entrance level. Another feature is the
seemingly random arrangement of is $242,000. The total cost, includ- congregation.
This will be the first time the
ing furnishings and the land lease,
the rooms.
will be $300,000. So far, $278,000 church has had a church house
College Land
has been raised, largely by the in the 92 years since its founding.
Construction was begun late last members of the congregation. Mr. Kauke, Galpin, Taylor and the
summer. Westminster Church is Beverly Asbury, pastor of West- former church residence now bepaying the entire construction cost minster, feels that these figures ing used temporarily as a church
and will provide for the mainten- are significant because his church house have all been used by the
ance of the building. The land on has less than 500 members. He church for office space and meeting
which it is being built is owned considers the success of the build- - rooms during recent years.
V
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An-trob-

postures his way through his
Everyman role with the appropriate melodramatic exaggerations.
Sally Patton's Mrs. Antrobus inserts just the right amount of
stylizalion in her consciously
moral
Motherhood.
Bauer
Rosemary
makes Sabina a
real center of attraction with a
vitality that continually sparks the
show. Sandra Weaver delights as
a virginal daughter.

.

i

The intriguing play (partially
inspired by Finnegan's Wake)
presents the epic of George
and family, "the average
American at grips with a destiny,
sometimes sour, sometimes sweet.
The Antrobusses have survived
fire, flood, pestilence, the seven-yea- r
locusts, the ice age, the black
pox and the double feature, a
dozen wars and as many depressions. They run many a gamut,
are as durable as radiators, and
look upon the future with a disarming optimism," or so Mr. Wilder informs us in a program note
to the original production of the
play. The history of the human
race from Adam to Eisenhower is
perhaps a bit ambitious for a
three-ac- t
play, but Wilder's inrallies
with a noble effort
genuity
in the cause of Art.
To enchant the imagination, he
employs various diverting theatrical devices. Scenery flies off
into the wings, performers dash
in from the audience, and the
players break out of character
into their "real" selves to comment on the play, themselves, and
d
the audience. Add to this a
allegory of man's fall and
redemption set in national, biblical and geological terms, and the
result is exciting theatre indeed,
although occasionally a bit diffuse:
(That's not even mentioning the
midget mammoth). But Wilder's
burlesque provides an irony that
carries the show; theatrical inventiveness tempers his sentimental
didacticism.
The Wooster production completely spans all 5000 years of
the Antrobus chronicle. In the
first two acts especially the players
emphasized the satiric irony. As
George Antrobus, Tim Weckesser

.

-

realization.
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Dr. Goheen is an India-bor- n
son of Presbyterian medical missionaries. He received his A.B.
from Princeton in 1940, where he
made both the soccer team and
Phi Beta Kappa. After advancing

Crapes feus Notes
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QUEEN SUE AND HER COURT: (I. to r.) Maid of Honor Courtney Irwin, Kay Hori, Donna Hershelman, Alice Olson,
Ginny Cicconetti, and Queen Sue McCulla. The coronation

from private to lieutenant colonel
In
in the army during the war, he
returned to Princeton on one of
four
overall
plus
place
the
original four Woodrow Wilson
Third
individual honors were presented Fellowships and received his Ph.D.
to the Voice at the annual Ohio in 1948.
Collegiate Newspaper Association
Prior to assuming his present
awards banquet in Cleveland last office, Dr. Goheen was assistant
Saturday. The Central State Gold professor in Princeton's DepartTorch and the Reserve Tribune of ment of Classics, where he had
Western Reserve University were been teaching since he received
the sole entries to place ahead of his doctorate. His specialty is
the Voice among weekly papers Greek drama, a field
in which he
with less than 1,500 student enroll- has published articles and, in
ment.
1951, The Imagery of Sophocles'
Antigone.
Dr. Goheen also held
Stan Good, Alex Keith and
the
position of Director of the NaSteve Avakian were the Voice's
tional
Woodrow Wilson Fellowreceived
individual winners. Good
from 1953-56- .
Program
ship
an honorable mention ranking in
the competition for the best cartoon in the state. Miss Keith won
second place for her "imaginative
and creative" columns. Avakian
copped two awards, finishing third
in the best feature story division
The NAACP elected new officers at its meeting Monday eveand taking first place in Ohio for
Those selected were Paul Key (President), Jim Harris (VP),
ning.
election editorial.
his front-pagCathy Petersen (Secretary), Phil Neale (Treasurer), Norm Hatt
The latter award is one of the
(Program Chairman), Sarah Hudelson (Education Chairman), Peggy
most prestigous of all those given.
Dunlap (Membership Chairman), and Mark Wynn (Publicity ChairIndividual honors are especi- man).
Dr. Eldon Bowman of the Department of Political Science has
ally difficult to win because, unlike the general awards to papers, submitted his resignation from the Faculty. In announcing Dr. Bowcompetition is not restricted to man's resignation, Dean J. Garber Drushal expressed the College's
specific divisions. Wooster's three gratefulness for the work Dr. Bowman has done for Wooster. Dr.
winners,, for example, were com- Bowman will join the faculty of the University of Glasgow (Scodand)
peting not only against other Ohio next year in both research and instructional capacities. He plans
Conference schools, but also research on legal philosophies and will teach Masters courses conagainst students working on the cerning public administration.
The Scot Symphonic Band will close out its busy season this
daily newspapers of the larger
inSunday when it presents its annual outdoor concert on Quinby Quaduniversities. Many of the latter
stitutions have specific schools of rangle at 3 p.m.
Freshman Richard Hansen will be featured trumpet soloist. In
journalism; Wooster does not offer
case of rain, the concert will be held in the Chapel.
a single journalism course.

Ohio Competition

"

hi,-- .

ary degree.
Inaugurated in 1957 at age 37,
Dr. Goheen is the youngest president Princeton has had since
by Ted Hearne
Samuel Davis held that position
in 1759. Dr. Goheen replaced Dr.
Wednesday night's performance of The Skin of Our Teeth added sparkle and verve
Harold W. Dodds, Lowry Appre- to a difficult play. Thornton Wilder's dramatic
experiment presents no insuperable intelciation Day speaker this year, who lectual
barrier, but it does tax the actor and technician with perplexing problems of
retired at 68.

leaves.

'Voice' Places Third

'
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One of the main complaints
about "the move" is "We'll miss
the boys." Mrs. Van Niman states,
for example, "I enjoy them. They
have the run of the house it's
like home to them. I've had boys
around so long that I'll certainly
miss them." Mrs. Donnelson, who
houses three students, adds, "The
boys are always up to something.
They're quite a bit of fun to
have around." Others have remarked that it just helps to know
that there is someone around to
shovel the walks or rake the

Chapel. Prior to his address, the
College will award him an honor-

n

custody.
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The trio was apprehended by
police Sunday after an
motorist, reportedly a victim of
the obscene comments,
phoned
authorities. Soon a patrolman got
in the back seat of the car and
both men drove by the same
corner used by the College men
earlier. The three repeated their
performance and were taken into

us

Princeton Prexy

It was thought that the loss of
income from the roomers would
be the landladies' greatest concern. Fortunately, though, that
does not seem to be an insuperable problem in most instances.
Mrs. Shelley, of Bever St., commented that she might be able
to rent her rooms to the men from
the Agricultural Experiment Station once the Wooster boarders
move on campus. "People from
the station have often asked me
about rooms," she stated. "Of
course, I'd rather have the boys."
Some of the women admitted that
they would be affected financially.
"But we know it's coming," one
said, "so it's up to us to make
arrangements on our own."

Episode

Tovn-Goiv- n

A new twist to the series of "incidents". between
residents and College students was revealed tins week
three Wooster students were picked up by city police
allegedly shouting obscenities at passing motorists on

"all-men-on-the-camp-

And how do the men feel about
the move? As one
In an effort to answer this roomer observed, "I think that if
question, I talked to some repre- there is dorm space, the men
sentative landladies. I was sur- should occupy it. There are a lot
prised to discover that they were of advantages to dorm living, too."
most concerned about the effect
the move would have on the men
themselves. "I'm not sure my boys
are in favor of it," said Mrs. Van
Niman, who has housed men from
the College for 38 years. "They say
the studying conditions are awful
Dr. Robert Goheen, Presiin the dorms." Most of the' rest
of the women expressed her opin- dent of Princeton University,
ion that "the boys would be hap- will speak on Liberal Educapier in private homes."
tion Monday at 8:15 in the
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Debate

Letters to the Editor

Scot's Forum

Sparks are flying around campus over the proposed
"Great Debate" for next year. This program was initiated
by SGA President Jim McHenry some weeks ago, and has
resulted in heated controversy whenever it is discussed in

Back "Greet Debate"
To the Editor:
As recent Wooster graduates we

student gatherings.

were quite surprised by one of
the arguments raised in the SGA
action of tabling a motion to support a debate by national figures
on some aspect of the civil rights
movement. The argument that
"since the SGA has the campus
social life as its primary function,
issues of an academic nature of
this sort were outside its proper
sphere of influence" was never
raised in connection with some of
the most important activities of
Wooster's student government in
our years as students, e.g. the
Counter-Challeng- e
international affairs conference of the fall of
1962. That was even at a time
when student government had approximately
the present
revenues from student activities
fees. And we gather that this
year's Emphasis Africa conference
would not have taken place if a
narrow view of SGA's function
had predominated. From where
would the money for such functions have come if not from the

The heart of the conflict

is the advisability of having
Student Government spend upwards of $2,000 next year to

finance this type of intellectual activity. Few deny the interest a debate between Martin Luther King and James
for instance, would have on campus. But whether
or not it is the SGA's role to stepjnto this matter is the doubt
being spread by student opponents.
Kil-patric-

k,

Wat ,fl

As indicated last week, the Voice vigorously rejects
the idea that the SGA is to be solely a socially oriented organization. While Student Government must accept the responsibility for guiding the planned social life on campus,
it would be too easy for it to allot a disproportionate amount
of money for such events. We endorse social expenditures
(e.g. we were very much in favor of the increased activity
fee to stimulate social life last year). But the danger is
that the SGA will become so
with
weekend activities in its budget that it ignores other areas.
ever-prese-

nt

pre-occupie-
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In a recent editorial, the Voice called for increased
student participation in the planning for Centennial.'
plan for the "Great Debate" is a step forward in
fulfilling this need. The time has come for the Administration and students to realize that the student body should have
its own display of active participation in Centennial. The
"Great Debate" is just such a display.
Mc-Henry-

on

's

As we view the situation, the most valid point opponents of the proposal have is that the SGA, with its limited
budget, ought not to involve itself in matters which the Centennial Committee and the Administration can handle. While
we sympathize with this view, we cannot condone scraping
this excellent idea.
The SGA Legislature would do well, however, to place
some definite restraints upon McHenry at its meeting Sunday
night. One need is for a definite ceiling on total cost of the
project. This should be a realistic figure based on the SGA's
ability to spend the money. Another definite qualifying bill
the Legislators would do well to pass is a list of those civil
rights leaders (and opponents) who would be acceptable to
them. Martin Luther King is not an easy man to fit into a
schedule, and the SGA must resign itself to the possibility of
obtaining some lesser, though equally worthy, light.

Thirdly, we feel the Legislature would do well to steer
McHenry and his aides toward the College Lecture Series
Committee for possible support. While students should be
prime contributors to this debate, we see no reason why the
College should not want to contribute some sum to the effort.
The Campus Christian Association has already indicated a
desire to chip in with $500. Perhaps other student and college groups could be induced to help make this a collective

enterprise.
It would be a sad day for the student body of this campus if their elected leaders rejected the idea of a "Great Debate" because of an attitude that intellectual concerns are the
Administration's area of interest and should be ignored by
the SGA. Emphasis Africa, a student effort, destroyed this
theory. We feel that with proper guidelines and restraints,
a "Great Debate" either in the Spring or Fall would ' be
a unique program symbolizing the Wooster student's eagerness to be a creative participant in Centennial;

Worn oil's

Adventure

(In Education)

SGA?

by Alex Keitl

Looking back on our years at
Wooster, we can hardly say that
its life was overloaded with such
Editor's Note: These letters were found drifting in a mild wind across the campus of
exciting and significant debates as
n
college, tied in black and gold ribbons, obviously cherished and
a small,
the one proposed by last week's
yellowed with age and many readings.
Voice editorial. Functions of that
"academic" nature are the heart
Sept. 1961
Day is coming up and I might, crusted letters of his fraternity
of the education we hope Wooster
Dearest Mommy and Daddy,
Alpha Cholera on it just one will he remembered for. We echo
I promised to write once a week but probably won't, be asked.
so here is number one for the P.S.S. Boys who date just beau- - hour, 27 minutes and 16 seconds the Voice editorial: "SGA, grow
tiful and popular girls just have before I called you. It looks so up!"
year 1961-62- ,
my first week of my
first year at Wooster. It is all so no imaginations, don't you think? cute on all my sweaters! And I
Paul Menzel
exciting I know I will absolutely
May 1964 am ma(lly in lve with Herbie,
"Deke" Spierling
t0
love it here! Met all kinds of real Dear Parents,
Wooster '64
I'm the happiest girl in the
cute kids, girls of course, and
Now, please do not worry! I
some guys, all of whom are very, whole world! Last night Herbie am as determined as ever to go
very nice! Can you imagine, no pinned me! The darling boy gave on to graduate school and get
one I've met yet has heard of me his purple enameled Maltese my Ph.D. in Lusitanian History
Nichols Rejects "Debate"
cross with the gold, pearl en- Ickeypooville?
(Continued on Page 4)
My roomie, Zelda, is from CleveTo the Editor:
land and is real cute and sophisIn the last issue of the Voice
ticated. She even smokes and
there appeared an editorial on
drinks coffee twice a day. But
"The Great Debate," as it has been
we are very close anyhow.
referred to by some Republicans.
My courses are oodles of fun,
Your editorial said that this deespecially Lib Studies. We are
bate would involve Martin Luther
learning about Great Ideas and
King and James Kilpatrick. This
Questions men have asked each
by Gary Reichard
statement was certainly not made
other and God through the cenat the last SGA meeting. It is true
turies.
In certain respects, I have been a typical Wooster that these two men were menAs I said, the guys are cute
tioned as possible candidates for
and so nice. A Sophomore, can student. I admit this with some remorse, as there is much the "Great
Debate," but many
you imagine, asked me, only a
others
were also. The plans for
in the typical Wooster student to criticize.
Frosh, to a section party. These
the debate were vague and did
adorable sections are just like
As Exhibit A, I offer student
(if even for a fleeting not even specify that it would be
fraternities, I guess, but more government on this campus. I have care more
who might win a civil rights debate.
democratic. We went to the TUB certainly been a typical Wooster moment) about
the game tomorrow than about
I have
(Temporary Union Building isn't student on this score
One argument raised against
man's quest for knowledge, or
that cute?) where all the cool moved through the normal phases:
the
debate was that there are althe Man and the Legend."
kids hang out. Herbie Zetadelt wide-eyeFresh man idealism, "God:
I am not recommending that ready many good speakers who
(that's his name, isn't it cute?) toned-dowSophomore optimism,
should be given to the will be on campus next year. As
asked me to church Sunday too. Junior disillusionment, and Seniocr no time
larger considerations I have pur- Dr. Lowry stated in Chapel, there
There is so much to do both so- disdain. There is a tendency on
posely derided no one can right- will be many great men visiting
cially and academically! We really this campus to equate the SGA
fully critize the "truly concerned" the campus. The calendar is
can make our own fun, just like with the United States Constituperson. It is not those sincere crowded. $1,500 to $2,000 is a
the article said.
tion, or some document of even
great geal of money to spend for
thinkers who are the mental
Well, it's almost 11, time for more cosmic proportions.
The
What I am saying is something that we already have
lights out. That is such a good number of hours wasted in debatmore than enough of.
idea, or else I'd never get to bed, ing points of SGA constitutionality that this "rule of the
on the campus is ' The other argument raised
there are so many exciting people are far too many if they total as
to many of us one good reason to against the debate was that it
to talk to!
many even as one, in this man's avoid
any contact with the great could and should be carried out
I miss you all so much. Ooodles eyes. Contrary to the opinion of
issues
of mankind.
through the Lecture Committee.
and oodles of love and kisses from some, the solar system will conLet Rebels Rest
This
committee has far greater
your
tinue even if the SGA fails to atThose
who
know
will
realize
financial
and personnel resources
me
Clodia
tain a quorum some Sunday.
I am not the type to speak in than the SGA to attract speakers
April 12, 1963
As a Senior, I cannot fail to ad- favor of open nonconformity for to the campus. If the students
Do you think I could get into mit the pressures put on Woos- its own sake, nor would I advo- want to hear King, Kilpatrick,
or
Ickeypooville State? I HATE IT ter students (especially male) by cate any kind of fuzzy-headeany other man, it is the responHERE!!! I must, must transfer their desire to get into graduate open-endestudent revolt against sibility of the student leaders to
before I go out of my mind, jump school. We all have to comply to the powers-that-be- .
This sort of be- convince the Lecture Committee
out the Annex window and com- the rules of academic Darwinism havior is every bit as wearisome that these men should speak on
mit some unspeakable crime. May- to at least some extent. But the and ridiculous as that which I am the campus. If the students fail,
be if I could go on Junior Year answer does not lie in spending criticizing. I don't regret that I've it is not the SGA's job to pay
Abroad to Monaco or. somewhere 27 .hours a day in a musty I.S. obeyed most Wooster rules and $1,500 or $2,000 to correct this
I would be OK. Maybe in a cold, carrel. Perhaps Wooster's grading that I've tried to get along with failure.
bleak, attic garrett in Monte Carlo policy could be revamped, or most of the people I've met here.
The above arguments do not
I could write and Find Myself. I some such amenable solution I am merely trying to put into
mean that, as your editorial stated,
cannot, I will not go back to Ickey-po- o reached. Frankly, with four weeks words what, year after year, many
"the academic field is out of
Pool and lifeguard this sum- remaining in my Wooster career, Seniors feel
WOOSTER,
bounds"
for the SGA. I find it
mer! That is that.
I would be lying if I evinced any
Forget the frenzy of 24 quite humorous when
you state
Herbie and I broke up last great concern for Wooster's grad hour academia, chuck the "culthat
such
above
arguments
the
as
week after a big fight about my ing policy or in any other grand, tural thing to do" once in a while,
smoking. He is such a Puritan! sweeping changes that might be in drop the pretentious sense of mean that "the Academic Board
and the Educational Policy ComAll the guys around this cornfield the offing (even, heresy of here- "Wooster andi n mittee
seem to be serving a futile
are icks anyway and some are not sies, the Centennial!!)
your everyday life and, most of function." The
arguments are over
nice at all! I don't care if I ever
More broadly speaking, I con- all, give the other guy the same
of
how
questions
speakers should
have another date in my life!
tend that Wooster is turning out options. If he doesn't like progresbe brought to the campus and
Maybe I can concentrate on my more
idealists with sive jazz, if required Chapel makes
grades now and bring them up, little common sense, and more in- him sick, if religious speakers utilization of the SGA's often
wasted money. The arguments do
but then my courses seem so tellectual automatons without any don't appeal to him, shun not this
not mean the academic field in
meaningless and out of touch with social experience or orientation, man he is no leper. He may only
general is out of bounds for the
Reality and the True Meaning of than any institution ought to be look like one in his
SGA and do not reflect on the
Life anyway.
permitted to turn out. Why? Be- environment, which you and I
very worthwhile work of either
Despairingly,
cause it has become gauche to have created for him. So he goes the Academic
Board or the EducaClodia
refuse to attend a Tillich lecture to Danner's, you go to a lecture
tional Policy Committee.
P.S. Please send some money so and go to Danner's for a quick are you necessarily the better
Tom Nichols
I can buy a new formal. Color one instead; it is frowned on to
(Continued on Page 4)
mid-wester-

Four Years' Perspective Or,
A Word To The Wise

d

n

har-anguer-

And So Adieu

pseudo-intelligentsi-

. . .

With tonight's issue the Voice concludes its 81st year
of publication and goes into hibernation for another summer. The editors would like to thank our readers for their
loyal support and criticisms this past year, without which
a newspaper would cease to have meaning.
A special word in passing to Seniors. We on the Voice
take this opportunity to wish all of you the best of luck in
future endeavors and urge you to write letters to your old

college paper when you're mad or proud of this place. We'd
like to hear your opinions.
See you in September.
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Colorful Day For Tho Cindcrmcn
by Mike llatehlson

by Bill White
points, two school records and a prestigious
first place finish wrote the story in Wooster's
performance at the first annual Great Lakes Track Meet held
last Saturday at Ohio Weslevan. Also, the Scots finished first
'
. .
i
aimj secondj in iwo triangular
Ken
Fifty-fou- r

As finals, comps, etc. loom ominously in the future, the Voice
closes up shop for another year with this issue. So, after pounding
out this meager column, I will put the cover on my friendly typewriter
and forget about headlines and deadlines for a few months. But, although this is the last sports page of the year, the sports season is far
from over here at Woo. U. Tomorrow, for example, will be the most
active day of the year for Wooster's athletic teams, as the Scots take
on the Akron Zips in tennis, golf, baseball and track.

The Scots have good chances for victory in tennis, golf and
baseball, and all these contests should be interesting. However, the real "don't miss" tomorrow will be the track meet. The
thinclads, undefeated in dual meet competition, will face one
of the finest track teams ever put together by Akron U., and
several records are bound to fall during the confrontation.
The Zips boast such outstanding performers as quarter-mile- r
Cal
Person, who has covered the distance in 49.3 seconds; George Weather
bee, a miler and
r
with a time of 4:19.9 to his credit in the
former event; sprinter Terry O'Hare, who has chalked up a time
of 9.7 seconds in the century dash; and hurdlers Rich Turner and
Ron Williams. Turner holds the OC record in the 330 intermediate
hurdles with a time of 38.8 seconds, and Williams was scholastic
state champion in the high hurdles last year at Akron Kenmore. No
team in the OC was supposed to come close to beating Mt. Union,
but the Purple Raiders were
to down the Zips by the
narrow margin of six points.
However, the Scots have a fine team too, and are perhaps
even better than the Zips in the running events. The deciding
factor will be the field events, where Akron appears to be much
stronger than Wooster. Nevertheless, if they can pull in a few
necessary points here, the underdog Scots have a chance for what
would be a very sweet upset victory. Anyway, don't get so wrapped up in other Color Day activities that you forget the most colorful event of all.

eye-openin- g

...

Dan Sabo,

d

quarter-mile- r,

g

g

....

Oberlin.
Wednesday Wooster added Ohio
Northern and Malone to its list
of conquered foes. The Black and
Gold, with 1121
points, more
than doubled Ohio Northern's
"
5414. Malone, in its first season
of track, managed only three
points.
Rick Waidler and Dale
n
provided the excitement
Rodney Dingle,
for the day. Friendly competitors
in the half mile, Waidler and
speedster, heads Woo's
Hamalainen ran side by side for
three quarters of the race. With
half a lap to go, Waidler made
his move, kicked the last 200
yards and finished in the time of
1:58.7.
Rod Dingle gave Coach Art
Loss Pilch
a pleasant surprise when he
clipped off the 220 dash in 21.7.
by Will Johnson
Running the event for the first
The tennis team extended its time this
year, Dingle missed the
unbeaten skein to three with an school record
by only
victory over Mt. Union last of a second.
Thursday before dropping a 2
Scots Sweep Great Lakes
decision to Denison Saturday.
"The kids did a fine job. It
Denison remains undefeated at the
top of the OAC. However, the was a real team effort," was Coach
Scots got back on the right track Art Pilch's comment on the Great
Lakes victory. With nine teams
e
Tuesday, when they defeated
competing from Ohio, Indiana
Reserves Lead Sweep
The reserves did a fine job in
BRUCE

Betas, Rabbis Head

v

Softball Action

I(L

by Al Leggett

Ham-alaine-

Two crucial games highlighted
this past week of action in the
Kenarden Softball League. The

figured in both ' these
games. They surprised quite a few
of the fans when they handed co
favorite Fifth a defeat to the tune
of 16-JHitting and fielding
finally nailed down the victory for
beventh, but it was a touch-and-gbattle all the way. After tvf$
innings of play the Delts led 8-A three-ruhomer by John
finally tied the score at
in the fourth inning. Bud
s
Joshua put the
ahead
with a grand slam off the losing
pitcher, Larry Rand. A circus
catch by John Searfoss in the late
innings of the ball game saved
the day with two on and one out.
First Drops Kappas
The second game in as many
days proved too much for Seventh
as they lost to
First.
First, true to their reputation, beat
Seventh in the pitching department. Jim Schaeffer, First's star
hurler, was never really in trouble
and led his team to an 11-- victory to keep their record unblemished.
In other action around the league Second defeated Sixth, 11-and then lost to Third, 13-- Sixth
had a bad week as they dropped
two more games, one to Fifth,
10-and a rather
one to
First, 21-Tri-Kap-

s
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Scots Break Skid Take 2 Of 3
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Other Wooster standouts were
Dan Sabo, who took a third in
the 440; Rick Waidler, with a
third in the half mile; and John
Rimmer, who nailed down fourth
in the discus. Rounding out the
scoring was the mile relay team
which finished second in 3:24.7.
In a triangular meet at Berea
last Thursday the Scots finished
second to Baldwin-WallacDale
Hamalainen set a school record
in the 880 with a time of 1:56.0.
Gary Brown established a school
mark for the three mile run with
a time of 14:59.0. The final scor-in- g
showed Baldwin-Wallac- e
with
74 points, Wooster 51 and Ober-

First Season

6

8

seconds.

Racketmen Suffer

the Malone whitewash, as Coach
Van Wie gave his regulars a rest.
Baillie Dunlap, Steve Donaldson,
Bill Piper, George Seidel, Jeff AnWith a solid core of 20 stalwarts, the lacrosse club appears
derson and George Coulton won
to be firmly entrenched on the Scot sports scene. Although it is
singles matches. Then the doubles
over $400 in debt because of the initial outlay for equipment,
teams of Dunlap and Donaldson,
the club has high hopes of obtaining a grant from the SGA and
Piper and Seidel, and Anderson
a loan from the "W" Association. If it can weather this storm,
and Coulton completed the shutthe club has a bright future at Woo., as evidenced by the student
out.
skill
this
shown
and
lacrosse
at
afternoon's
exhibition
interest
In the Mt. Union match, Jim
match. A vote of thanks should go to Cliff Romig, organizer of
Poff started things off right with
the club, for helping to add "the fastest game on two feet" to
a
win at first singles over
life.
Bob Johns.. Tad Trantum, Dick
the Wooster sporting
Howells, Steve Donaldson and
Baillie Dunlap also produced
singles victories. Mount's point
came at sixth singles where George
Coulton went down
by Dennis Goettel
In doubles, Bob Archibald and
Will Johnson came from behind
Scot baseball fortunes have taken a turn upward in the last week, with two victories
6-to defeat the Mount duo 4-in the last three outings. This leaves the diamondmen's record at 2-pending the outcome
Rich Poling and Dick Howells
of yesterday's contest at Muskingum. Wooster's recent victories have been paced by had an easy time at second doubles
steady pitching and improved hitting. They defeated Ashland, 6-and Oberlin, 9-but as did George Seidel and Bill Piper at third doubles.
lost to Hiram,
lowed just one Wooster run during biggest run production of the year
Freshman Bo Courson was
Trantum, Archibald Win
the last eight innings.
when they used four extra base
credited with both wins. Against
Tad Trantum and
Hiram meanwhile blasted fresh- hits to romp over the Yeomen of
Ashland he went the distance, alBob
Archibald won the only
Snow in the second Oberlin. The Scots scored first
triple in the man Randy
lowing only a lead-of- f
Wooster
points against the Big
for two runs, on a walk, double with two in the second, on a
singles.
first and five
Red. Trantum crushed the Denidouble by freshman catcher Joe
The lone run scored on a wild
6-son captain Krohn 6-while
Fay, a walk, and a two-rudouble
pitch in the first. Then the Scots
Archibald
fought
back
win
to
a
GOLFERS 19th IN
by Terry Heaphy.
went to work.
6-- 3
three setter
Helover
Oberlin tied the score with
OHIO INTERCOLLEGIATES
Lazor Socks
lerson. Poff, Howells, Dunlap and
single runs in the fourth and the
Dave Lazor led off the fourth
With a team score of 819,
Johnson were defeated in straight
with a 375 foot line drive home the Scot golfers finished 19th sixth off winner Bo Courson. But sets as were the doubles teams of
after a walk to Jordan in the botHowells-Polinrun into the woods in right field in a field of 31 schools last
and
of
the
tom
sixth,
Fay
ball
a
put
Then
the
score.
Monday at the Ohio InterJohnson-Archibalat Ashland to tie
on the bank in deep right center
in the fifth, freshman John Murcollegiate Golf Tournament.
The Scots will face Color Day
for a home run and a 4-- lead.
phy, starting his. first game, hit Ohio State, with a total of
rival Akron U. tomorrow at 1:00.
Oberlin narrowed the margin to
single to center, stole 736, took the crown. Leading
a one-ou- t
4-in the seventh before Snow
second and scored on a throwing
the Wooster linksmen was
the fire.
out
put
Food and Supplies
error by the Eagle third baseman. Doug Shriver, who chalked
Wooster
Then
with
came
up
for Parties, Picnics
The Scots added one run in up a score of 154 over the
their
biggest
date
inning
to
with
and Barbecues
the seventh on a double by Mur36 holes. That score was
five runs in the bottom of the
Call
Jean Nadelin
and
Courson,
by
phy and a single
good enough to place him
seventh.
successive
Three
singles
then chalked up three more in among the top 20 individual
the eighth on a walk, a single by golfers. Also competing for behind an error and a walk
scored three runs,-- and another
Chuck Miller, a double by Tim the Scots were Tom Cooper,
Jordan and another infield error with a 163; Gary Bishop, error with the bases loaded accounted for the last two. The hits
by Ashland.
163; Bill Patterson, 164; Ron
The next day the Scots jourHouser, 175; and Len Peifer, were by Lazor, Miller and Jordan.
The Scots host Akron tomorneyed to Hiram to face the un179. Their 819 total placed
UNIQUE COOKERY
row and Hiram Tuesday.;
defeated Terriers. The Black and them
10th among OAC
Gold jumped on the opposing schools.
Woo. 000 110
8 3
"SINCE 1925
pitcher, Bob Buchanan, in the first
Ash.
100 000
6 3
y
132 S. Buckeye si.'
7--

Norris, Jon Marti,
and Rod Dingle
three-tenths
knocked
of a second
off the old school mark with a
time of 43.2.
Harris, Wooster's only double
winner, also picked up a first in
the intermediate hurdles. In addition to running on the relay
team, Dingle and Norris finished
one-tw- o
in the 100 yard dash.
Dingle also took a second in the
broad jump and Norris won the
220 yard dash in 22.7.
Perhaps the biggest surprise
was Gary Brown's victory in the
two mile run. Brown covered the
distance in 9:45.1 to defeat his
nearest competitor by almost 15

MikeGordon

''S

I

Tri-Kap-

Two weeks ago, in a column about intramural sports, I closed
with the statement that it is "time for a change." The change has
come. The athletic department is making plans for the addition of
intramural tennis, golf and ping-pontournaments, and a touch
football "B" league; and has moved volleyball season from spring
to November, to fill the month-longap in intramural activity. It
has also been decided to have a traveling trophy to be awarded at
the end of each year to the section with the best intramural record.
The athletic department has shown its willingness to expand
the program. Now it is up to the students to make this program a
success by their active participation.

team of

meets. Two days ago they defeated
Ohio Northern and Malone, and
Baldwin-Wallac- e
last Thursday
finished ahead of the Scots and

boosts Scot middle distance
hopes while

half-mile-

hard-presse-

.

lin 45.

Tomorrow Wooster puts its 0
dual meet record on the line as
they host the perennial Color Day
visitors, the Akron Zips. The
tough Akron team lost by only
six points to the OAC Dower-house, Mt. Union.
3--

ISSUES REQUEST

Robert

Athletic director

Bruce informs students that
Galpin Field is not yet ready

for play, and will be off
limits until next semester.
and

Michigan, the Scots
d
their nearest rival, Denison, by 20 points. '
Buddy Harris ran the 120
yard hurdles in 14.4, setting a
school record. The 440 yard relay

Food and Supplies

out-score-

A

for Partiei,

and

Call Jean Nadelin
262-40- 45

real bargain
WESTMINSTER

Picnics

Barbecues

. .
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BOOKS, $1.50 each

1,

NOW IN STOCK

2.

5,

4.

Co-capta-

well-space-

MISERY AND MORE MISERY,

$2.00 each
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(Write Home on College Stationery)

3,
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This card
will save you money
on Summer vacation

g

d.

2

3

inning for three runs. The runs
scored on a walk, singles by Jordan and Dan Roseberry, and an
error. However, the Terriers
brought on their ace pitcher, Bob
Nelson, in the second, and he al--

1306
0001

single. They proceeded to add
singletons in every remaining inning with the exception of the
fourth.
Tuesday the Scots had their
anc
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(Get one free from your S.M.O.C.)
Flair Travel Consultants

263-780- 1

Your Sheraton Man on Campus has a free Sheraton Student ID
Card for you. (If you're faculty, ask for a Faculty Guest Card.)
With it you'll get discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns all over the world. Even in single rooms. (With
two or three in a room, you save even more.) Good Deal.

Get in touch with your S.M.O.C:

V95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

263-478- 6
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Page Four
MORE ON

MORE ON

Herbie

Scot's Forum

Wooster-and-Politic-

educations.
By the way, Dr. Regurgitol
says my Junior IS on The

Socio-Econom- ic

and Political Place of
Juju in die History of the Basuto
is probPeoples from 1813-184has
ever
ably one of the best he
read on the subiect. 1 never
thought History could be so fascinating.
1

Love,
Clodia

d

in

6.

Dr. Gordon Shull, Director,

Institute of Politics
Diner Praises Breakfast
To the Editor:
A sincere "thank you" certainly
goes to Food Service for all the
things they have done for us this
past year. Especially in mind is
the system of late breakfasts. All
too often we never stop to consider
how much work goes into these
late breakfasts, but it is not unappreciated. AH of us who participate in this service do appreciate
the trouble and effort that goes
into late breakfasts, even though
we don't always express it. That
extra hour of sleep sure does put
a new outlook on life!
THANK YOU, Food Service!
A Contented
Late-Breakfast-

by Mrs. Barbara Holden

and Politics, and teach college as
planned. Nothing will stop my
1
1
J I !
career to serve mamcina ana onng
education to the starving masses.
Herbie, the darling, understands
this and approves. We have ma
turely decided to wait at least tour
years before marriage for we both
agree mat it is iar more uupuu-an- t
to ourselves and our children-to-b- e
that we both complete our

Political Progress
To the Editor:
Those of us most directly m-volved in the Voice's series on
s
may well take
issue with particular points or emphases hut I, for one, am glad
that you turned your attention to
the subject. It is indeed true that
campus involvement in politics,
and in debate over public policy,
has not been as creative or as sustained as it should be. You are
also correct in pointing out that
full responsibility for that defect
lies at the feet of no one person
or group.
For our part, the Institute of
Politics hopes to arrange a meeting in May with appropriate of
ficials of the two partisan clubs,
the Congressional Club, THE Cor
poration, and the International Re
lations Club, to consider ways in
which all of us might concert our
efforts toward a more effectively
outward-bounacademic year
1965-196-

Services
Trinkets,
Defends
Ilolden
Mrs.
and Clodia

(Continued from Page 2)

(Continued from Page 2)

er

Color Day Compliments
To the Editor:
I wish to thank Color Day Co
.
Chairmen Rosemary Capps and
Pete Jenks who, together with
chairmen have
their
assembled a program which is a
credit to the College. Their efforts
have provided us with a "Scot
Free" weekend.
Jim McHenry,
SGA President
.

sub-committ- ee

P.S. Please disregard that silly
note from the Dean. I assure you
studythat I spend my week-end- s
ing in the Lib, sometimes with
Herbie. After, all, what else is
there to do around here?
June 1965
Dearest Mommy and Daddy,
Don't be angry, but I do not
think I will be coming home to
Ickeypooville this summer. To put
it briefly, Herbie and I have de
cided that we owe it to ourselves
to get married as soon as possible after graduation. We will be
wed this June 8. Do come, it's at
8:15 in the Chapel. Refreshments
will be served.
Please, do not think that I do
not appreciate all that vou have
done for me these past four years,
or have given up my plans. I
know now that college teaching is
perhaps not the career for me,
but my education will make me
a better wife for Herbie. I can get
a good iob and fulfill myself in
tellectually while being a Refuse
Deposit Container Emptier at the
entymology lab at Aardvark
State. This is the least I can do
to help Herbie through his first
grueling years of Basketball Coach
school.
I know
some day.

Friday, May 7, 1965
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Students ask, "Why trinkets, sweat shirts, etc?" First, many students want a souvenir
of their college, or an item to wear, showing their friends that they attend our particular
college. Second, we have to meet the needs of many different groups at various times of
the year; alumni, conference groups, leadership training groups, parents and other rela- tives. third, the markup which
and if it is in a specialized field by the College for far more worthmmmm

.

we take on these items (usually
Also, the price of the book
less than in department stores or or not.
will help to determine the resale
gift shops) helps to give us that
of such orders. As to stocking of
small overage at the end of the
paperbacks, Modern Library, etc.,
year to defray some of our losses.
we try to give the customer a se"Who determines what paper- lection of good titles at a reasonbacks are now in stock?" This is able cost.
Deficit Financing?
determined by many factors. It
Are we serving the student bethas been suggested that we order
extra copies of a book when a ter if we operate in the "red?'
professor places a special order. One can debate this query, but
We have been doing this, not only common sense will reply in the
upon the professor s request, but negative. If we do, then funds
also the request of the student. It must be found to cover the losses,
depends a great deal on the book taking money that should be used

. . or in the latest pastel

.

Continuous Show

.

while projects. If we meet our exFRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
penses, with some to spare, it
shows that we are operating in
Matinee Weekdays
an efficient manner. It means that
we can assist in amortizing the
debt on the new College Union,
when it becomes a reality.
WALT DISNEY'S;
"Why should the Book Store
have a Bank or Postoffice?" Ask
any student who uses the bank, if
he or she would like us to cease
ACHIEVEMENT!;
providing this service, and we feel
sure what the answer will be. The
salaries are paid by the Book
Store. The people serving these
customers are regular employees,
working these services into an al
ready busy schedule. These ser
vices are a traffic builder, also.
The Postoffice is provided for the
benefit of the whole campus com
munity as we are located at a dis-tance from downtown. The Bank
provides a safe and easily acces
sible place for students to keep
DICK
JULIE
their money, in large or small
ANDREWS VAN DYKE
amounts.
TECHNICOLOR
"What is the Book Store policy
on using student help?" We use
as much student help as possible,
particularly at the beginning of
each semester, to help stock
Food and Supplits
shelves, run the cash register and
for Parties, Picnics
assist the customer. During the
and Barbocuoi
year, the students help at the PostCall Joan Na'delln
office, cash register, stocking of
5
merchandise, typing and other jobs
that need to be done.
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"Travel First Class"
in a Sparkling White Formal

.

263-28- 06

Now Showing

it

FOR SPRING FORMALS

shade of your choice. Special group prices.

-

262-404-

BRENNER BROS
lower
the Cost of Dressing Well

$8e-:Charge Acc'ts.

Greeting Cards

Yours truly,
Mrs. Herbie Zetadelt
(Isn't that just the cutest
name ever?)
P.S. Is that old bassinet we used
to have in the attic still there?

Exciting
New
Designs

J

Candy

Cosmetics

understand

will

you

Manager, College Book Store

"

h'jy.

m;
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GIFFINfe DRUGS

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN

Closest to the Campus

10
Wash 20c Load
Dry 10c Minutes
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus

Prescription Center

Beall Avenue

"In the Heart of the Medical Area"

ECON-O-WAS- H

Phone

Beall at Hartzler

Phone

262-894-

1

264-18- 91

DIAMOND RINGS
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashibn styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very, personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under

r
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A million
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"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Kings enlarged to
show beauty of detail Trademark registered.
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kicks for less than 2000!

Nov Austin Hoaley

Sprite

MKIII

Considering a sports car? Consider Sprite . . . the
true sports car. It's got4-spee- d
world's lowest-price- d
disc brakes,
stick shift, bucket seats, big fade-fre- e
twin-carb- s,
m.p.g.: All
top speed over 90. . .and
for under $2000. Sprint down to your Sprite dealer
and try one. (P.S. He loves to take American-mad- e
cars in trade!) $1925 p.0.t.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

1

booklet, "How To Plan
Please send new
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new
full color folder, both for only 251. Also, send
Bride's Book.
special offer of beautiful
20-pa-

ge

12-pa- ge

V

44-po-

ge

30-pl- us

m

j Norn
NEW MG

winner with

MIDGET-Sebr- ing

wire wheels standard

. . . $2095

nmiri

(

"CONSULT THE YELLOW

PAGES FOR THE

MQAUSTIN-HEALE-

Address.

p.o.e.

DEALER NEAR YOU"

Y

TUNE IN THE MIDWEST SPORTS CAR ROUNDUP

Tuetday Evenings Radio. Consult your program guld

for tlmo and station.

mi a iinKin

CAN BE PURCHASED

.Co.

--

oikie cvDAriKF
DOWNTOWN

State.
M

V. 11202

AT

White's Jewelry Store
215 East Liberty Street

.J

